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Today's best selling study Bible the Life Application Study Bible has been updated and expanded.

Over 300 new Life Application notes, nearly 350 note revisions, 16 new personality profiles, updated

charts, and a Christian Worker's Resource make today's number one selling study Bible even

better. FEATURES: Over 300 new Life Application notes and significant revisions to nearly 350

other 16 new Personality Profiles. Most charts revised to clarify meaning and importance, plus eight

all-new charts. New information on the intertestamental period Christian Worker's Resource, a

special supplement to enhance the reader's ministry effectiveness, includes: How to Become a

Believer, How to Follow Up with a New Believer, Mining the Treasures of the Life Application Study

Bible, So You've Been Asked to Speak, and Taking the Step to Application
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I was checking out bibles one day and came across this one. The words "life application" caught my

eye so I checked it out.I have to say, I was impressed. I haven't ever been one to sit down and read

a lot of the bible, mainly because it was a hard read for me with all the ancient names and verbage.

That's the beauty of this bible and where the "life applications" part comes in. This book explains

clearly what was going on at the various times and places- which is the kind of stuff that got me lost

before. And getting lost didn't make me want to study it that much!A great bible. In a nutshell, will

help you make sense out of what is going on and how a message fits into your modern-day life.

Other practical books I also found helpful include "Finding Happiness in a Frustrating World."



My optician told me reading can be blurry at night because one's eyes tend to be dryer. Henceforth I

have elected to go forth to find a Study Bible that doesn't weigh 5 pounds but is readable. Study

Bibles often present a technical challenge to produce less eye strain because the addition of study

notes leaving a publisher often to add pages (often making the paper thinner to keep the book

thin)and reduced or condensed style font size to fit more text in a smaller book. This book wins big

time for readability even though it is not a designated large print book. Reason: Tyndale uses heavy

ink in this bible. Even the Red Letter portions are a joy to read. This Bible also had terrific opacity

(whiteness of paper) making it entirely competitive with even many Large print bibles almost twice

it's weight. Go ahead compare it to the Macarthur NKJV or Nelson Large Print Study Bible and you'll

know what I mean. This is NOT true for the Tyndale two tone leather edition which uses less

opaque paper. Compare them sides by side and you'll notice the hardback version is slightly easier

to read. So if readability is your goal...the hard back here is a terrific value. Throw a bible cover on it

and give your eyes a merciful rest, and save yourself a couple of bucks off the leather edition.

(Besides, hardbacks are easier to write notes in!) If you need nothing stronger than light powered

reading glasses this book will keep you feeling younger longer.

I probably have over a dozen Bibles and none are as good as this one. I love the "New Living

Translation" it make reading the Bible more understandable and removes the ambiguity which many

translations have. The thumb indexes are great for looking up references and the large print makes

reading the text easier for those of us who need reading glassed. My only complaint is that the "Life

Application" notes are not in large print and requires reading glasses where the Bible text is large

enough to read without them. I would recommend this bible to anyone who need a large print Bible.

For those of you who don't need the large print can get this same Bible with normal type. I love this

Bible and you would too.

People always seem surprised when I tell them my favorite book is the Life-Applications Study

Bible. I just love everything about this book. It has notes on verses which help you further

understand the text. The text is also translaed into plain english so you can actually understand

what you're reading. I understand the Bible so much better with this version wheras with the King

James Version it gave me a headache. Anyone who is new to the Bible should really consider

getting this book. I highly reccomend it.

The NLV is my favorite version and this study bible really helps you to get into the word and fully



disect it! I love the breakdown of the 1 year reading schedule in the back. It is enough to get you

through the whole bible but isn't overwhelming or hard to fit in. It even tells you that it focus' on all of

the main and key points of the bible. I love the cross refrences and I love how you can read a foot

note for almost each verse to totally understand it's meaning. I have been much more excited to

open my bible and read it every day since getting this. My husband really likes the traditional looking

bibles so this wasn't one to get his attention, until he started looking at mine. Then he wouldn't leave

mine alone until we finally bought him one too. It is a perfect size...not huge like the full size version,

but it does make the print kind of small. I personally am not bothered by the print. There is tons of

extra information and extras in this bible and I truly recommend this bible (especially since it is

priced at an awesome price) to anyone, people familair with the bible and especially people still

growing and learning. It has been my most favorite purchase in a while.

I cannot access all/most links using my kindle fire. Anyone else having the same problem? I have

contacted cs and will update after I hear back. refunded my money which I am happy about but still

disappointed it didn't work. I bought the ESV study Bible instead and all links work there.We have

the life application study Bible hard copy I also wanted one for my kindle. Hopefully they can work

out the glitches.Update 9/1: i purchased again and everything works great, thanks!

The updated New Living Translation Life Application Bible is an excellent resource for studying the

Bible. The 1996 NLT has been thoroughly updated in this 2004 edition with an emphasis on

increased accuracy in translation. The LAB notes have been revised with new features added such

as more personality profiles and a christian worker's resource. An article on mining the treasures of

the LAB is helpful. The size and boldness of the text font has been improved making this a much

more readable Bible. If you want a translation that is actually written in today's english and that is

understandable with "down to earth" practical helps buy the NLT Life Application Bible updated

edition and dive in!

My mother has deteriorating eyesight due to diabetes and loves her Bible study class, but has found

it increasingly difficult to see the explanatory notes below the text. This large print Bible has made

all the difference! It helps her see, but isn't terribly large and heavy. It is also a nice looking, high

quality book. Thanks !
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